1.
Introduction. The proof is based on some lemmas; the decomposition principle , Demailly's generalization of Weyl's formula for the asymptotic spectrum and the absence of essential spectrum.
As a corollary, we reprove a characterization of Moishezon manifolds .
COROLLARY. Lex X be a compact complex manifold . Then X is Moishezon if and only if X has an integral Kahler current which is smooth on the complement of some proper analytic subset of X.
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2. Notation and preliminaries. In this section , we recall classical terminologies on complex spaces and Hermitian manifolds (the reader is referred to [Fu] , [G-H] , [Ve] and so on). 3. An L2-Riemann-Roch inequality. In this section, we shall prove an L2-Riemann-Roch inequality (3.5) which is a key lemma for the proof of our Main Theorem. The ideas are the decomposition principle (2.3), an argument due to Nadel and Tsuji [N-T] and the absence of essential spectrum(3.4). Griffiths [Gr, (7, 14) ] to show the absence of essential spectrum (3.4). 
